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A B S T R A C T

Multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW) is a seismic exploration method for determination of near-
surface shear wave velocity profiles based on analysis of horizontally travelling Rayleigh waves. This paper aims
to propose a methodology and recommendations for combining dispersion data from several multichannel re-
cords. The dispersion curves are added up within logarithmically spaced wavelength intervals and the un-
certainty of the mean phase velocity estimates is evaluated by using classical statistics and the bootstrap. The
results indicate that combining multiple dispersion curves, which have been gathered by receiver spreads of
different lengths (but with the same midpoint), can increase the investigation depth of the survey, improve its
resolution at shallow depth and overall improve the reliability of the results as compared to the use of a single
record. Moreover, the uncertainty of the combined mean dispersion curve can be determined and further used to
present the shear wave velocity profile with upper and lower boundaries.

1. Introduction

The shear wave velocity (VS) of near-surface materials is an im-
portant parameter in various geotechnical and earthquake engineering
projects. The small-strain shear modulus of individual soil layers (G0) is
directly proportional to the square of their characteristic shear wave
velocity. Furthermore, the shear wave velocity is fundamental in as-
sessing soil amplification and for seismic site classification [1–3].

Several in-situ methods exist for evaluation of near-surface shear
wave velocity profiles [1,4]. These include methods that require access
to a drilled borehole, such as down-hole and cross-hole seismic surveys,
methods where the resistance of soil to penetration is measured like the
standard penetration test (SPT) and the cone penetration test (CPT),
and surface wave analysis methods, such as the multichannel analysis
of surface waves (MASW) method. Surface wave analysis methods
utilize the dispersive properties of surface waves, commonly Rayleigh
waves, propagating through a heterogeneous medium [5,6]. The shear
wave velocity profile is subsequently obtained by backcalculation of the
dispersion data by assuming a layered soil model. Compared to other
available methods, surface wave analysis methods are low cost, as well
as being non-invasive and environmentally friendly since they neither
require heavy machinery nor leave lasting marks on the surface of the
test site. Moreover, surface wave methods are applicable at a wide
variety of sites, ranging from very fine grained silty soil sites to coarse
grained gravelly sites, and even soft rock, hence, including locations
where for example penetration tests are difficult to apply. MASW is a

relatively new surface wave analysis technique [7,8] that has attracted
an increased attention in recent years [9]. The main advantages of the
MASW method, as compared to a two-receiver analysis [10], include a
more efficient data acquisition in the field and improved data proces-
sing procedures where data from multiple receivers is analysed si-
multaneously [8]. Furthermore, the MASW method makes it possible to
identify higher mode dispersion curves based on the recorded surface
wave data [11].

Determination of experimental Rayleigh wave dispersion curves is a
critical stage in the application of MASW. An inaccurate or erroneous
experimental dispersion curve can cause severe errors in the back-
calculated shear wave velocity profile [8,12,13]. At locations where the
fundamental mode of the Rayleigh wave prevails, the retrieved funda-
mental mode wavelength range constrains the investigation depth range of
the survey [14]. In short, the longer the maximum retrieved wavelength,
the greater the prospective maximum investigated depth, and the shorter
the minimum recorded wavelength, the better the resolution of the survey
at shallow depth. The configuration of the measurement profile, including
the length of the receiver spread (L) and the distance from the impact load
point to the first receiver (x1), is known to affect the acquired dispersion
data [15–23]. The observed effects suggest that a wider range of disper-
sion curve wavelengths can be obtained by combination of data acquired
using measurement profiles with different L and/or x1 [16,17,24,25].
Furthermore, the acquired surface wave records are affected by correlated
and uncorrelated noise sources. The manual aspect of the analysis, parti-
cularly the visual identification of dispersion curves based on images of
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processed data, also adds to the uncertainty associated with the dispersion
curve estimates. Hence, when repeated measurements are carried out,
some variability among the resulting dispersion curve estimates will be
observed. Multiple records thus result in multiple curves, which combined
may improve the estimation of the actual dispersion curve. As the in-
dividual dispersion curves may cover different wavelength ranges, the
combined curve can include a wider range of wavelengths than any single
experimental curve, and, hence, lead to an increased investigation depth
range. Combination of dispersion data from several multichannel records
can also be achieved by adding (stacking) multiple dispersion images
before extracting a single dispersion curve. Stacking of multiple dispersion
images can reduce noise and help identification of the fundamental mode
dispersion curve [24,26–28]. By averaging the dispersion data post dis-
persion curve extraction, the uncertainty of the mean dispersion curve
estimate can be evaluated, for instance, in terms of parametric or non-
parametric confidence intervals for the mean dispersion curve. The un-
certainty analysis can provide the analyst a more rational evaluation of the
quality of the dispersion data and the combined dispersion curve. The
uncertainty of the combined mean dispersion curve can further be utilized
to present the shear wave velocity profile with upper and lower bound-
aries.

Few authors have obtained composite experimental dispersion
curves with phase velocity uncertainties as a part of an active-source
MASW survey. The combined curves have been constructed based on
dispersion curves obtained by repeated shots [29,30], dispersion data
gathered using different shot positions [21,31,32] or measurement
profiles of different lengths [25]. Furthermore, in a few studies where
the experimental dispersion curve has been identified from a stacked
dispersion image, the experimental uncertainty has been assessed using
the dispersion curves extracted from the single shot images [27,28].
However, in all above-mentioned studies, the main objective has not
been computation of composite experimental dispersion curves, hence,
the dispersion curve combination and uncertainty evaluation procedure
is not well described and no general recommendations are given.

This paper aims to propose a methodology for combining dispersion
curves from several multichannel records for the purpose of producing
a reliable combined mean dispersion curve over a wide range of wa-
velengths. In this work, only the fundamental mode of Rayleigh wave
propagation is considered. However, the methodology can be extended
to higher modes as well. A number of records acquired by different
measurement profile configurations at a silty sand test site are used to
demonstrate the methodology. Recommendations for optimal mea-
surement profile parameter/dispersion curve combinations in the con-
text of ranges of wavelengths and phase velocities are presented. The
uncertainty of the combined mean dispersion curve estimates was
quantified, using both classical statistics and bootstrapping. The in-
verted shear wave velocity profiles are presented to further assess the
effects of the different dispersion curve combinations. Similar results
have been observed at other sandy test sites where the proposed
methodology has been applied.

2. Multichannel analysis of surface waves

An application of MASW includes three steps; field measurements,
dispersion analysis and inversion analysis [8]. An overview of the
MASW method, as it is applied in this paper, is provided in Fig. 1.
Surface waves are generated by an active seismic source and the wave
propagation is recorded by multiple geophones that are evenly spaced
along the survey line (Fig. 1a–c). Each multichannel surface wave re-
cord is transformed into a dispersion image and the corresponding
(elementary) fundamental mode dispersion curve is identified
(Fig. 1d–f). The elementary dispersion curves are subsequently com-
bined into a single experimental curve and the uncertainty associated
with the combined mean curve evaluated (Fig. 1g). Finally, the shear
wave velocity profile is obtained by inversion of the combined mean
dispersion curve by assuming a plane-layered elastic earth model

(Fig. 1h–k). Under a mild lateral shear wave velocity variation, the
backcalculated shear wave velocity profile can reasonably be assigned
to the centre of the receiver spread [33].

In general, the resolution of surface wave analysis techniques, such
as MASW, diminishes with increasing depth [34]. That is, while the
analysis can resolve relatively thin layers and modest shear wave ve-
locity variations close to the surface, only major variations in shear
wave velocity/layering can be detected at greater depths. Furthermore,
the fundamental mode Rayleigh wave dispersion curve is poorly sen-
sitive to variations in material properties at depths greater than one
third to half the maximum resolved wavelength (λmax) [14,34,35].
Hence, a commonly used rule of thumb for interpretation of funda-
mental mode dispersion curves is to limit the maximum depth of the
shear wave velocity profile (zmax) by the longest retrieved wavelength
(e.g. [8,14,34,36]) as

≤ ≤ ≤z γλ γ, 1
3

1
2max max (1)

where γ is the ratio of the maximum depth of the shear wave velocity
profile to the longest wavelength. Similarly, limiting the thickness of
the top-most layer (h1) by the shortest retrieved Rayleigh wave wave-
length (λmin) has been recommended (e.g. [8,14,36]), i.e.

≥ ≤ ≤h ζλ ζ, 1
3

1
2min1 (2)

where ζ is the ratio of the minimum thickness of the top-most layer to
the shortest wavelength, as the fundamental mode dispersion data does
not provide sufficient information to constrain the solution at shallower
depths. When MASW surveys are carried out, the focus is commonly on
achieving a particular investigation depth, and, therefore, on obtaining
a certain maximum Rayleigh wave wavelength. However, as the shal-
lowest soil layers have an influence on the entire experimental dis-
persion curve, information about the short wavelength wave compo-
nents is also of importance [34]. Thus, even in cases where a detailed
analysis of the shallowest soil layers is not a main objective, an ex-
perimental dispersion curve covering a wide range of wavelengths can
be of value in order to constrain the inversion and increase the accuracy
of the inverted shear wave velocity profile.

Ideally, the dispersion analysis should provide identification and
extraction of the (elementary) dispersion curve for each mode.
However, in-situ surface wave registrations are incomplete to some
extent, imposing various challenges when dispersion curves are iden-
tified based on a dispersion image. Uncertainty associated with the
experimental dispersion data can arise from an improper application of
the middle-of-receiver spread assumption, measurement and sampling
errors (e.g. due to limitations of the measurement equipment or an
imprecise measurement profile set-up), and coherent or uncorrelated
noise in the recorded signal [30,34,37]. Quantification of how the error
associated with the recorded surface waves is propagated through the
different data processing steps has however been reported as proble-
matic [30]. Direct estimates of the statistical distributions of the ex-
tracted phase velocity values (i.e. at each wavelength/frequency) can
nevertheless provide a measure of the error associated with the Ray-
leigh wave dispersion data. The processing of the recorded data and the
dispersion curve identification/extraction can further introduce un-
certainty in the experimental dispersion curves [30,34,37]. The fun-
damental mode of Rayleigh wave propagation typically prevails at sites
where the shear wave velocity increases gradually with increasing
depth [12,34,38,39]. At sites characterized by a more irregularly
varying stiffness profile, higher modes can play a significant role in
certain frequency ranges, thus making the identification of the funda-
mental mode dispersion curve difficult. In such cases, misidentification
of mode numbers or superposition of dispersion data from two (or
more) modes can occur, resulting in an apparent dispersion curve that
does not correspond to any of the real modes [12,13,34]. A further
source of uncertainty is potential inter-analyst variability associated
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with the manual or semi-manual dispersion curve picking. The human
bias may, however, be limited by averaging dispersion curve picks
obtained by several analysts [37]. In general, the low frequency (longer
wavelength) part of the dispersion curve is characterized by higher
uncertainty than the higher frequency (shorter wavelength) region
[30].

It is further commonly recognised that the configuration of the
measurement profile can affect the quality of the dispersion image that
is obtained [15–23] and consequently the uncertainty associated with
the dispersion curve identification and extraction. In general, given that
the lateral changes in shear wave velocity are small, an increased length
of the receiver spread provides improved spectral resolution. The high-
amplitude peaks observed at each frequency appear sharper and better
separation between different modes of surface wave propagation is
observed [16,17], thus facilitating the dispersion curve picking. A
longer receiver spread is also preferred in order to acquire the lower
frequency (longer wavelength) Rayleigh wave components that provide
the deepest part of the shear wave velocity profile. However, an in-
creased receiver spread length risks attenuation of higher frequency

(shorter wavelength) fundamental mode components (which reduces
the minimum resolvable investigation depth) and spatial aliasing if a
fixed number of geophones is used [34,40]. Furthermore, an increased
length of the receiver spread risks significant lateral variations in ma-
terial properties along the geophone array [16]. The analysis is based
on the assumption that the wave front of the Rayleigh wave is plane. In
general, the length of the source offset has to be sufficient to assure
plane wave propagation of surface wave components [16,20,41]. The
minimum source offset required to avoid near-field effects depends on
the longest wavelength that is analysed. A very short source offset can
result in an irregular and unreliable high-amplitude trend in the dis-
persion image at lower frequencies, usually displaying lower phase
velocities than images free of this effect. An overly long source offset,
however, risks excessive attenuation of fundamental mode components
at higher frequencies.

3. Dispersion analysis

The objective of the dispersion analysis is to identify experimental

. . .

. . .

. . .

Fig. 1. Application of the MASW method. (a) Geophones are lined up on the surface of the test site with equal receiver spacing dx . A wave is generated using an
impulsive source that is applied at a distance x1 from one end of the receiver spread. (b) The wave propagation is recorded. (c) Steps (a) and (b) are repeated several
times using different values of dx and/or x1, while keeping the midpoint of the receiver spread fixed. (d) A dispersion image is obtained based on each multichannel
surface wave record. (e) The high-amplitude bands display the dispersion characteristics and are used to identify the elementary fundamental mode Rayleigh wave
dispersion curve. (f) Steps (d) and (e) are carried out for each acquired surface wave record. (g) The extracted elementary dispersion curves are added up to obtain a
combined mean experimental curve along with upper/lower boundary curves. (h) An initial estimate of a layered soil model for the test site is obtained. The
parameters required to describe the properties of each layer are shear wave velocity (VS), compressional wave velocity (VP), mass density (ρ) and layer thickness (h).
The last layer is assumed to be a half-space. (i) A theoretical dispersion curve is computed based on the assumed soil model and compared to the combined mean
experimental dispersion curve. (j) The layered soil model is updated and the theoretical dispersion curve is recomputed until the misfit between the theoretical and
experimental curves has reached an acceptably small value. (k) The shear wave velocity profile and the layer structure that result in an acceptable fit, and can
realistically represent the characteristics of the test site, are taken as the results of the survey.
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dispersion curves based on the acquired multichannel surface wave
records. Transform-based methods, in which the multichannel time
series are transformed from the space-time domain into a different
domain, are most commonly used for active-source surveys [6], i.e. the
frequency–wave number ( f –k) transform [42], the slowness–frequency
(p–ω) transform [43] and the phase shift method [44]. A comparison of
the effectiveness of the three methods has revealed that the phase shift
method is a robust and computationally effective method that provides
accurate fundamental mode phase velocities, even when data from only
a limited number of geophones are available [45]. Hence, in this work,
the acquired surface wave records were analysed by the phase shift
method. Identification and extraction of elementary dispersion curves
was carried out by using the open source Matlab software MASWaves
[46] (see also masw.hi.is). The original dispersion analysis tool of
MASWaves was modified in order to include the proposed methodology
for combining dispersion curves from several records.

An application of the phase shift method can be divided into three
main steps; (i) Fourier transformation and amplitude normalization, (ii)
dispersion imaging, and (iii) identification/extraction of dispersion
curves [44,47]. The multichannel surface wave record is denoted by
u x t( , )j where xj is the distance from the impact load point to the j-th
receiver and is time. The number of geophones is denoted by N . First,
each trace of the multichannel record is transformed into the frequency
domain by a Fourier transform. The j-th trace of the transformed record
∼u x ω( , )j can be expressed in terms of its amplitude A ω( )j and phase Φ ω( )j
as

⎜ ⎟= − = ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

∼u x ω A ω iΦ ω A ω i
ωx

c ω
( , ) ( )exp( ( )) ( )exp

( )j j j j
j

(3)

where c ω( ) is the characteristic phase velocity of the frequency com-
ponent ω, =Φ ω( )j

ωx
c ω( )

j and = −i 1.2 The amplitude of the transformed
record does not include any information on phase velocity. Hence,
∼u x ω( , )j is normalized in order to remove the effects of geometrical
spreading and attenuation on the acquired data. The analysis is thus
concentrated on the phase velocity effect only.

⎜ ⎟= = ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

∼
∼
∼u x ω
u x ω
u x ω

i
ωx

c ω
( , )

( , )
( , )

exp
( )norm j

j

j

j

(4)

For a given testing phase velocity (cT) and a given frequency (ω), the
amount of phase shifts required to counterbalance the time delay cor-
responding to specific offsets (xj) is determined. The phase shifts are
applied to distinct traces of ∼u x ω( , )norm j that are thereafter added to
obtain the slant-stacked amplitude S ω c( , )T corresponding to the or-
dered couple ω c( , )T

∑ ⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

∼
=

S ω c
N

i
ωx
c

u x ω( , ) 1 exp ( , )T j

N j

T
norm j1 (5)

The summation operation described by Eq. (5) is repeated for all the
different frequency components of the transformed record in a scanning
manner using varying testing phase velocity values. When the testing
phase velocity becomes equal to the true phase velocity c ω( ) a max-
imum is observed in S ω c( , )T . The values of S ω c( , )T are visualized as a
two (or three) dimensional dispersion image (phase velocity spectrum).
The spectral high-amplitude bands display the dispersion character-
istics of all types of waves contained in the recorded data (Fig. 1d) and
are used to identify and extract the elementary Rayleigh wave disper-
sion curve(s) (Fig. 1e).

For determination of a combined mean dispersion curve (Fig. 1 g),
assume that m multichannel surface wave records have been obtained
at the same location (i.e. by using measurement profiles with the same
midpoint and possibly different receiver spread lengths and/or different
source offsets). Each surface wave record is processed separately (e.g.
by use of the phase shift method) resulting in m experimental ele-
mentary dispersion curves. Each elementary curve consists of nj data
points c λ( , )j l j l, , (where = …l n1, , j and = …j m1, , ).

The combined mean experimental dispersion curve, denoted by
c λ( , )e q e q, , (where = …q Q1, , ) is obtained by grouping the data points
included in the m elementary dispersion curves together within loga
spaced (i.e. −a 1th octave) wavelength intervals λ λ[ , )e q

L
e q
U

, , . Q is the
number of wavelength intervals, λe q, is the reference point of the q-th
interval and λe q

L
, and λe q

U
, are its upper and lower bounds, respectively.

Hence, the wavelengths that characterize the q-th interval are obtained
as

=

= ⋅

= ⋅

−

−

λ

λ λ

λ λ

2

2

2

e q
q

a

e q
L

e q a

e q
U

e q a

,
1

, ,
1

2

, ,
1

2 (6)

Subsequently, all phase velocity values cj l, such that ∈λ λ λ[ , )j l e q
L

e q
U

, , ,
are added up and their arithmetic mean (denoted by ce q, ) used as a point
estimate of the phase velocity of Rayleigh wave components belonging
to the given wavelength range.

4. MASW dispersion data

4.1. Field measurements

Multichannel surface wave records were acquired in 2015 at
Arnarbæli in Ölfus, South Iceland. The soil at the Arnarbæli site consists
of a relatively homogeneous glaciofluvial volcanic sand deposited on
the western bank of the estuary of the Ölfus River [48,49]. The surface
wave records were collected using a linear array of 24 vertical geo-
phones with a natural frequency of 4.5 Hz. Three measurement profiles
with the same midpoint but varying receiver spacing (dx) were tested,
i.e. =dx 0.5 m, =dx 1.0 m and =dx 2.0 m. For each receiver spacing,
four different source offsets (x1) were used. For each combination of dx
and x1, six surface wave records (where each record consisted of 24 time
series) were acquired, resulting in a total of 72 records. The impact load
was in all cases created by a 6.3 kg sledgehammer. The high number of
records gathered using multiple measurement profile configurations
makes this dataset an appropriate choice for testing the proposed
methodology. A summary of the main parameters related to the field
measurements is provided in Table 1.

4.2. Dispersion curves

Each multichannel record was processed separately by using the

Table 1
Overview of site characteristics and MASW test configuration at the Arnarbæli
test site.

Site characteristics

Soil type Holocene glaciofluvial sand
USCS classification SW-SM
Location of groundwater table At surface
Saturated mass density ρsat [kg/m3] 1850

Field measurements

No. geophones N 24
No. profiles 3
Receiver spacing (source offsets) dx (x )1 [m] 0.5 (3.0/5.0/7.5/10.0)

1.0 (5.0/10.0/15.0/25.0)
2.0 (5.0/10.0/15.0/25.0)

No. measurements per
combination of dx and x1

6

Sampling rate fs [Hz] 1000
Recording time T [s] 2.4
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phase shift method. The variability among the extracted elementary
dispersion curves was subsequently evaluated in terms of the coefficient
of variation (CV ) among the estimated phase velocity values at each
frequency

=C s
cV
c

(7)

where c is the average of the estimated phase velocity values at fre-
quency f and sc is the corresponding standard deviation (SD).

Typical dispersion images of records acquired with each measure-
ment profile configuration are shown in Fig. 2. The fundamental mode
dispersion curves that were identified based on the data are presented
in Fig. 3a. The dispersion curve estimates obtained by using diverse
measurement profile configurations agreed well, being characterized by
a CV between 1% and 8% at each frequency (Fig. 3b). As expected, the
lowest frequency components displayed more variability than compo-
nents in the higher frequency range.

As shown in Fig. 2, the configuration of the measurement profile,
i.e. the length of the receiver spread and the source offset, had a con-
siderable effect on the dispersion images that were obtained, and sub-
sequently on the retrievable dispersion curve frequency range in each
case. Time series recorded by the shortest receiver spread provided in
general the most information about the dispersion properties of the
short wavelength (higher frequency) wave components that propagated
through the top-most soil layers (Fig. 3a). However, with increasing
receiver spread length, the observed spectral resolution increased
(Fig. 2) which facilitated the identification of the fundamental mode at
lower frequencies (Fig. 3a). Hence, time series recorded by the longer
receiver spreads tended to provide the greatest investigation depth. The
observations were in accordance with existing recommendations where
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Fig. 2. Dispersion images of multichannel surface wave records acquired with receiver spreads of different lengths and with different source offsets.
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receiver spreads of different lengths. (b) Variation of extracted Rayleigh wave
phase velocity values at each frequency.
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the obtainable investigation depth is suggested as directly related to the
length of the receiver spread [20].

5. Combining dispersion curves

Fig. 4 illustrates the computation of composite dispersion curves for
the three profiles (same midpoint) and the two profile combinations
tested at the Arnarbæli site. The combined mean curves in Fig. 4a–c
were obtained by grouping data points from each set of 24 elementary
curves (i.e. 24 curves for the =dx 0.5 m profile, the =dx 1.0 m profile
and the =dx 2.0 m profile, respectively) together within log4 spaced
wavelength intervals, i.e. with =a 4.0 in Eq. (6). The optimal width and
number of wavelength intervals was determined after initial inspection
of the data (see further in Section 5.1). The mean phase velocity within
each interval was used as an estimate of the phase velocity of the
Rayleigh wave components belonging to the given wavelength range.
The upper and lower bound curves shown in Fig. 4 correspond to plus/
minus one standard deviation from the combined mean curve; hence,
the upper and lower bound curves provide a measure of the spread of
the elementary dispersion curve data points within each wavelength
interval. In general, the spread of the data points increased with in-
creased wavelength. Furthermore, the number of points associated with
each wavelength interval decreased with increasing wavelength.

As indicated by the dispersion data shown in Fig. 3a, there was a
considerable difference in the dispersion curve wavelength range that
could be achieved by using each of the three profiles. The shortest
( =dx 0.5 m) profile provided combined dispersion curve wavelengths
in the range of 1.4–32.0 m (Fig. 4a), the intermediate length

( =dx 1.0 m) profile provided wavelengths in the range of 2.8–45.3 m
(Fig. 4b), and the longest ( =dx 2.0 m) profile provided wavelengths in
the range of 5.7–53.8 m (Fig. 4c).

The dispersion curves obtained by combining (i) the 48 dispersion
curves acquired by the =dx 0.5 m and =dx 2.0 m profiles and (ii) the 72
dispersion curves acquired by all three profiles within log4 spaced
wavelength intervals are shown in Fig. 4d and Fig. 4e, respectively. In
both cases, the minimum combined curve wavelength was 1.4 m and
the maximum wavelength was 53.8 m.

5.1. Number and width of wavelength intervals for combined dispersion
curves

The number and width of wavelength intervals used for computa-
tion of a combined dispersion curve is controlled by the parameter a in
Eq. (6). The width of each interval is inversely related to the value of a.
Simultaneously, the number of intervals within a given wavelength
range increases with increasing value of a. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.
The reference wavelength value for each interval (λe q, ) is specially in-
dicated by a dot. As the interval length is logarithmically distributed,
the effect of the different a-values on the interval length becomes more
apparent with increasing wavelength.

The optimum value of a varies with dataset and should be chosen
after initial inspection of the available data. Fig. 6 shows the effects of
using selected values of the parameter a, i.e. =a 2.0, =a 3.0, =a 5.0
and =a 7.0, for computation of a composite dispersion curve based on
the dispersion data acquired by the =dx 0.5 m and =dx 2.0 m profiles
at the Arnarbæli site. The elementary dispersion curve data points that
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fall within each wavelength interval (indicated by the alternating grey
and white bands) are shown in Fig. 6a–d. The resulting combined mean
dispersion curves are shown in Fig. 6e–h. The upper and lower bound
curves also shown correspond to plus/minus one standard deviation
from the combined mean curve in each case. The combined mean,
upper and lower bound dispersion curves that were obtained for the
same dataset by using =a 4.0 are shown in Fig. 4d. A comparison of the
combined mean dispersion curves obtained by using the a values illu-
strated in Fig. 5 is provided in Fig. 7.

The results presented in Figs. 6 and 7 indicate that the selection of a
did not have a substantial effect on the combined mean dispersion
curve at wavelengths shorter than approximately 40m. However, for
longer wavelengths, where the wavelength intervals were wider and
fewer data points were available, the effects of the different values of a
become more visible.

The ideal value of a depends on the number and distribution of the
available elementary dispersion curve data points. Based on present
experience with applying the methodology, the following factors are of
main importance for selection of a: (i) the elementary dispersion curve
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Fig. 5. Effects of the parameter a in Eq. (6) on the length and range of the wavelength intervals used for computation of a combined dispersion curve (here shown for
assumed elementary dispersion curve wavelengths in the range of 1 m to approximately 70–80m). The reference point for each wavelength interval (λe q, ) is indicated
by a dot.
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data points should be approximately evenly distributed within each
wavelength interval, (ii) a sufficient number of data points should fall
within each interval, and (iii) a higher value of a is in general preferable
to a lower value.

An uneven distribution of the elementary dispersion curve data
points or an insufficient number of data points falling within certain
wavelength intervals can either result in an underestimated or over-
estimated combined curve phase velocity value (ce q, ) for the given
wavelength range λ λ[ , )e q

L
e q
U

, , (see e.g. the last wavelength interval,
∈λ [53.8, 76.1) m, in Fig. 6a, e). “Zigzagging” of the combined mean

curve can be observed if either occurs for multiple adjacent wavelength
intervals (see Fig. 6d, h). Moreover, an uneven distribution of the ele-
mentary dispersion curve data points can manifest itself by an increased
standard deviation of the phase velocity values for the given interval
(see e.g. the second last wavelength interval, ∈λ [45. 3, 52. 0) m, in
Fig. 6c, g). In cases where the dispersion curve data points cluster to-
gether, there is also a risk that the standard deviation is not re-
presentative of the actual variability of the phase velocity values of the
wave components that belong to the given wavelength range.

In general, the highest value of a that does not cause any of the
previously described complications should be used. Increasing the
number of wavelength intervals both provides more data points in the
combined mean dispersion curve and, in general, decreases the un-
certainty associated with its computation. Present experience with ap-
plying the methodology indicates that the optimum value of a for most
test sites is in the range from =a 2.5 to =a 5.0. A default or initial value
of =a 3.0 or =a 4.0 will in many cases be sufficient.

5.2. Number of elementary dispersion curves

The effects of using different number of elementary dispersion
curves for computation of a combined mean curve for the Arnarbæli site
are reported in Figs. 8–10. For each measurement profile/profile com-
bination, the use of one, two, four and six multichannel surface wave
records for each source offset was studied. Moreover, the effects of
stacking two and four dispersion images, respectively, prior to identi-
fication of elementary dispersion curves, are shown and compared to
the use of elementary curves identified based on single records. Hence,

the use of a total of 30 elementary dispersion curve combinations was
studied. An overview of the dispersion curve combinations and the
number of elementary dispersion curves included in each combination
is provided in Table 2.

Fig. 8 illustrates the grouping of the elementary dispersion curve
data points into log4 spaced wavelength intervals (with =a 4. 0 in Eq.
(6)) for selected study cases, i.e. the =dx 0.5 m profile and the

=dx 0.5 m/ =dx 2.0 m combination. Also shown is the combined mean
dispersion curve obtained for each case. The data acquired by the

=dx 1.0 m profile, the =dx 2.0 m profile and the =dx 0.5 m/
=dx 1.0 m/ =dx 2.0 m combination, respectively, showed essentially

the same characteristics as the data that is presented in Fig. 8.
The number of data points that fell within each wavelength interval

for each of the 30 elementary dispersion curve combinations is reported
in Fig. 9. By combining elementary dispersion curves obtained by
profiles of different lengths (i.e. =dx 0.5 m/ =dx 2.0 m or =dx 0.5 m/

=dx 1.0 m/ =dx 2.0 m) a more even distribution of the dispersion curve
data points was obtained, as well as a substantially increased wave-
length range, as previously described.

The combined mean dispersion curves that were obtained for each
elementary curve combination are compared in Fig. 10. The agreement
between the curves reported was in all cases good with a coefficient of
variation (Eq. (7)) less than 2.5% for each reference wavelength. At
wavelengths shorter than approximately 30m, the combined mean
curves were nearly identical. However, at longer wavelengths a minor
difference between the curves was observed.

In general, the results indicate that in order to obtain the longest
possible combined curve wavelength, it is preferable to use several (e.g.
four or six) elementary dispersion curves for each profile length/source
offset, rather than using a single record for each configuration. When a
small number of records is used for computation of a combined curve
(i.e. one or two records for each combination of dx and x1) there is the
risk of an inadequate number of elementary dispersion curve data
points falling within each wavelength interval. In general, the funda-
mental mode dispersion curve trend of the longer wavelength (lower
frequency) wave components is the most difficult to identify and to
confidently extract from a dispersion image. Moreover, the mapping of
the dispersion curve data points from the frequency-phase velocity
domain into the phase velocity-wavelength domain spreads the lower
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frequency data points further apart than data points corresponding to
higher frequencies. Hence, the risk of an insufficient number of data
points falling within a given wavelength interval is the greatest at the
longest wavelengths.

By stacking two or more dispersion images obtained by using the
same measurement profile configuration (the same receiver spacing and
the same source offset), prior to the dispersion curve extraction, a better
defined (i.e. sharper and more continuous) high-amplitude band can in
some cases be obtained. Therefore, for computation of a composite
curve, it can be advantageous (in order to obtain an increased in-
vestigation depth range without having to identify and extract multiple
elementary dispersion curves for each source offset) to stack several sets
of dispersion images and use the dispersion curves extracted from the
stacked images in the subsequent analysis. This can be noticed by in-
spection of the data presented in Fig. 8. For the =dx 0.5 m profile, a
maximum combined curve wavelength of 32m was obtained by using a
single stacked dispersion image for each source offset (Fig. 8e), which
was the same maximum wavelength as was obtained by using four and
six (unstacked) records, respectively, for each source offset (Fig. 8a, b).
For comparison, the maximum combined curve wavelength obtained by
using one (unstacked) record per source offset (Fig. 8d) was approxi-
mately 23m. Similar observations were made for the other two mea-
surement profile lengths.

5.3. Comparison of combining several dispersion curves and the use of
stacking

Fig. 11 shows stacked dispersion images for the Arnarbæli site ob-
tained from data acquired by each of the three measurement profiles,
i.e. with =dx 0.5 m, =dx 1.0 m and =dx 2.0 m, respectively, and the
two profile combinations ( =dx 0.5 m/ =dx 2.0 m and =dx 0.5 m/

=dx 1.0 m/ =dx 2.0 m). In each case, 16 dispersion images were
stacked per receiver spread length (i.e. four records for each receiver
spacing/source offset). The stacked dispersion images provide in all
cases a relatively well-defined fundamental mode high-amplitude
trend; however, a notable break in the high-amplitude band is present
in Fig. 11c, and to a slightly lesser extent in Fig. 11d, e.

The dispersion curves that were identified based on the stacked
dispersion images in Fig. 11a, c, d (hereafter referred to as “stacked-
image-based” curves) are shown in Fig. 12. Furthermore, Fig. 12 pro-
vides comparison of the “stacked-image-based” curves and the com-
bined mean dispersion curves obtained on the basis of the same data,
either by extracting a single dispersion curve based on each record, or
by stacking each set of four dispersion images prior to the dispersion
curve identification. Though not shown here, the same characteristics
were observed by analysis of the data acquired by the =dx 1.0 m profile
and by the =dx 0.5 m/ =dx 1.0 m/ =dx 2.0 m profile combination.
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The results presented in Fig. 12 indicate that similar dispersion
curves were obtained by using the three ways of combining/averaging
the multichannel surface wave data. However, in some cases (see
Fig. 12a, c), the maximum wavelength values of the combined mean
dispersion curves were slightly higher than those included in the
“stacked-image-based” curves. In general, the low frequency part of the
fundamental mode dispersion curve is the most difficult to attain in
field measurements carried out using an active seismic source. When
multiple dispersion images are stacked (averaged), those containing a
less clear low frequency high-amplitude band can cancel out parts of
the better defined high-amplitude bands that are present in other
images, making the low frequency fundamental mode dispersion trend
difficult to identify on the stacked image. Moreover, some breaks were
observed in the “stacked-image-based” dispersion curves (see Fig. 12b,
c), which correspond to the previously addressed breaks in the high-
amplitude bands of the stacked dispersion images (Fig. 11c, d). Hence,
the results indicate that, in these cases, a combination of several

dispersion curves is more advantageous than the use of a single
“stacked-image-based” curve. Furthermore, by averaging the dispersion
data after the dispersion curve extraction, it becomes possible to esti-
mate the accuracy of the estimated mean phase velocity values in terms
of confidence intervals, as discussed in the following section.

6. Uncertainty associated with the combined mean dispersion
curve

The procedure discussed in Section 5 centres on estimating the
mean Rayleigh wave phase velocity for each wavelength interval. Point
estimates of sample statistics, such as the sample mean, are inevitably
subject to error, especially when they are derived based on small
sample sizes (here a limited number of elementary dispersion curve
data points within a given wavelength interval). Therefore, some var-
iation from the true (population) mean is expected. An interval esti-
mation of the mean phase velocity is a way to supplement the point

Table 2
Overview of studied elementary dispersion curve combinations.

Number of records for each source offset Profile/combination of profiles

=dx 0.5 m =dx 1.0 m =dx 2.0 m =dx 0.5 m/ =dx 2.0 m =dx 0.5 m/ =dx 1.0 m/ =dx 2.0 m

Number of elementary dispersion curves

1a 4 4 4 8 12
2b 8 8 8 16 24
4c 16 16 16 32 48
6 24 24 24 48 72
1 (4 images stacked)d 4 4 4 8 12
2 (2 images stacked)e 8 8 8 16 24

a Record no. 4 for each combination of dx and x1 (see Table 1 for x1 values for different dx).
b Records no. 4 and 5 for each combination of dx and x1.
c Records no. 2–5 for each combination of dx and x1.
d Dispersion images computed based on records no. 2–5 stacked prior to the dispersion curve identification.
e Dispersion images computed based on records no. 2 and 3 and records no. 4 and 5, respectively, stacked prior to the dispersion curve identification.
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estimate. Using parametric statistical methods, the p% confidence in-
terval (CI) of the mean phase velocity can be obtained by application of
the central limit theorem, or based on the t-distribution by assuming a
normal distribution of the sample data [50]. The bootstrap is an al-
ternative method for estimation of confidence intervals without dis-
tributional assumptions [51,52], and, hence advantageous when the
probability distribution of the statistic of interest is unknown or when
the sample size is insufficient for application of the central limit the-
orem (e.g. smaller than 30 data points [50]).

For application of the bootstrap, a Monte Carlo-style sampling is
applied on the phase velocity values within each wavelength interval.
That is, a large number of resamples, each having the same number of
elements as the original sample, is randomly drawn from the original
sample with replacement. Hence, the resamples will randomly vary
from the original sample. Subsequently, the mean phase velocity value
is computed for each resample and the relative frequency distribution
of the bootstrap replications used as an approximation of the sampling
distribution of the mean phase velocity for the given wavelength in-
terval. Several different types of confidence intervals can be computed
based on the simulated replications, e.g. the standard normal bootstrap
confidence interval (SB), the percentile bootstrap confidence interval
(PB) and the bias-corrected and accelerated (BCa) confidence interval
[52]. SB intervals are computed based on the assumption that the

bootstrap replications are approximately normally distributed. The PB
interval adjusts for potential bias in the bootstrap distribution, whereas
the BCa method incorporates the effects of both bias and skewness in
the confidence interval computations. The three aforementioned
methods were used for evaluation of confidence intervals for mean
dispersion curves that were obtained by using different elementary
dispersion curve combinations. In general, the difference between the
three bootstrap confidence intervals (SB, PB and BCa) was minor and, in
many cases, negligible. Hence, in this section, only bootstrap con-
fidence intervals obtained by the BCa method are presented.

Fig. 13a–c illustrate the distribution of the phase velocity values of
the elementary dispersion curve data points acquired by the

=dx 0.5 m/ =dx 2.0 m profiles at the Arnarbæli station (four records
for each receiver spacing/source offset) within three selected wave-
length intervals; (a) ∈λ [8.7,10.4) m, (b) ∈λ [24.7,29.3) m and (c)

∈λ [34.9,41.5) m. The wavelength intervals were selected so that they
contained different numbers of dispersion curve data points, i.e. 36, 19
and 8 points, respectively. The solid line indicates the point estimate of
the mean phase velocity in each case. The dashed lines correspond to
plus/minus one standard deviation from the sample mean. However,
due to the small sample sizes, it is difficult to draw a conclusion re-
garding the distribution type of the sample data based on the histo-
grams. Fig. 13d–f show the normal Q-Q plots of the phase velocity
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Fig. 12. Comparison of results obtained by combining multiple elementary dispersion curves to form a mean curve ( =a 4. 0 in Eq. (6)) and by extracting a single
dispersion curve from a stacked dispersion image.
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values within each of the three wavelength intervals. Overall, the Q-Q
plots indicate a fairly linear behaviour of the data, and, hence, that it
appears to be justifiable to assume the normal distribution for the phase
velocity values in each case. The Shapiro-Wilk test [53] also did not
indicate a significant departure from normality at a 5% significance
level.

The accuracy of the point estimate of each wavelength interval’s
mean phase velocity value was evaluated in terms of the 95% con-
fidence interval for the sample mean. Fig. 14 shows the 10,000 boot-
strap replications of the sample mean that were obtained for each of the
three wavelength intervals in Fig. 13. The bootstrapped mean phase
velocity value is shown to match the sample mean for all three inter-
vals. A good match between the bootstrapped and sample mean values
was also observed for the other wavelength intervals/elementary dis-
persion curve combinations that were studied. The dashed lines in
Fig. 14 indicate the width of the 95% BCa confidence intervals for the
sample mean. For comparison with the results obtained by the boot-
strapping analysis, 95% confidence intervals for the sample mean were
also obtained by using the t-distribution. The parametric confidence
intervals were, in general, in very good agreement with the bootstrap
confidence intervals, even in cases where the number of data points was
as little as 10–12. In cases where the number of data points was con-
siderably lower, the parametric confidence intervals were, in general,
wider than those obtained by the bootstrap (Fig. 14c). The parametric
confidence intervals should, however, be interpreted with caution in
cases where the sample size is small and graphical and/or statistical
tests carried out for evaluation of the near-normality assumption prior
to computations.

Fig. 15 compares the widths of the 95% BCa confidence intervals for
the mean dispersion curves obtained for the study cases reported in
Table 2 (Fig. 10). In general, the confidence interval width decreased

with decreased wavelength and increased number of observations (i.e.
available dispersion curve data points). Hence, by increasing the
number of elementary dispersion curves used for computation of the
combined mean curve, the width of the confidence intervals generally
decreases. However, the observed difference between using four and six
records (for each receiver spacing/source offset combination) was in
most cases minor, even at longer wavelengths. In cases where only a
small number of dispersion curve data points fell into a given wave-
length interval, “zigzagging” of the confidence interval width was ob-
served in many cases. Stacking multiple dispersion images and using
the dispersion curves extracted from the stacked images in the sub-
sequent analysis provided, in general, similar or slightly narrower
confidence intervals than were obtained by using the same number of
unstacked records.

7. Effects on shear wave velocity profile estimates

For further assessing the effects of combining elementary dispersion
data acquired by receiver spreads of different lengths, as well as the
effects of the uncertainty associated with the point estimate of the mean
phase velocity for each wavelength interval, Fig. 16 illustrates the in-
version of the combined dispersion curves for the (i) =dx 0.5 m profile,
(ii) =dx 2.0 m profile and (iii) =dx 0.5 m/ =dx 2.0 m profiles (six re-
cords for each receiver spacing/source offset). Based on the ranges of
wavelengths covered by the curves, the approximate maximum in-
vestigation depth was estimated according to Eq. (1) (with γ = 1/2) as
16m for the =dx 0.5 m profile, and 27m for the =dx 2.0 m and

=dx 0.5 m/ =dx 2.0 m profiles. The minimum investigation depth, as
estimated by Eq. (2) (with ζ = 1/2), was 0.7 m for the =dx 0.5 m and

=dx 0.5 m/ =dx 2.0 m profiles, and 2.9 m for the =dx 2.0 m profile.
Inversion problems involving the dispersion of Rayleigh waves in a
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Fig. 15. Width of the 95% BCa confidence intervals of the combined mean dispersion curves presented in Fig. 10.
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layered elastic medium are by nature both non-linear and non-unique
[34]. In short, the inversion is carried out by iteratively comparing
theoretical dispersion curves obtained from ‘trial’ semi-infinite soil
layer models to the experimental data (see also Fig. 1). Here, the
stiffness matrix method [54] was used for computations of theoretical
dispersion curves and a semi-automated trial-and-error procedure [55]
used in order to fit the experimental observations with theoretical
predictions from assumed soil models. The shear wave velocity of each
layer was updated during the inversion process, while the other model
parameters were kept unchanged. The misfit (ϵ) between the theoretical
dispersion curve and the experimental curve was evaluated as

∑=
−

⋅
=Q

c c
c

ϵ 1 ( )
100%

i

Q
e i t i

e i1

, ,
2

, (8)

where Q is the number of data points included in the experimental/
theoretical dispersion curves, ct i, is the phase velocity value of the i-th
data point in the theoretical dispersion curve and ce i, is the phase ve-
locity value of the i-th data point in the experimental curve. A con-
vergence of the search procedure was defined as achieving a misfit of
1.0% or less.

For inversion of each of the three combined mean dispersion curves
(Fig. 16a–c), a layered soil model was suggested where the thickness of
the top-most soil layer and the depth of the half-space top coincided
with the approximate investigation depth ranges obtained with Eqs. (1)
and (2). To aid the comparison of the shear wave velocity profiles ob-
tained by using the different experimental curves, the same layering
was used in the three inversions, though with a reduced investigation
depth for the =dx 0.5 m profile and an increased first-layer thickness
for the =dx 2.0 m profile. The initial value of the shear wave velocity
for each layer was obtained by mapping the points of the combined
mean dispersion curves into approximate values of shear wave velocity
[8] and subsequently discretising the resulting pseudo-shear wave ve-
locity profiles to match the previously assumed layer structure. The
half-space shear wave velocity was set equal to the shear wave velocity

of the bottom-most finite thickness layer throughout the inversion. The
compressional wave velocity and the mass density of each layer were
estimated based on independent soil investigations [48,49], as well as
based on prior knowledge of the Arnarbæli test site. Furthermore, as the
Arnarbæli test site is considered normally dispersive, velocity reversals
were not permitted during the inversion process.

The resulting shear wave velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 16d–f
(solid lines). In general, similar shear wave velocity estimates were
obtained by using the three combined mean dispersion curves, though
characterized by the different investigation depth ranges. The lack of
short wavelength wave components (i.e. λ <5–6m) obtained by the

=dx 2.0 m measurement profile is reflected by the relatively thick
surficial layer in the corresponding shear wave velocity profile
(Fig. 16e). At depths greater than 2.9 m, the =dx 2.0 m profile provided
very similar shear wave velocity estimates as the =dx 0.5 m/ =dx 2.0 m
profile. The =dx 0.5 m and =dx 0.5 m/ =dx 2.0 m profiles provided
nearly the same shear wave velocity values for the uppermost 11m.
However, at depths ranging from 11m to 16m, the shear wave velocity
estimate obtained with the =dx 0.5 m profile was higher than those
obtained by the other profiles.

The shaded areas in Fig. 16a–c illustrate the 95% parametric (t-
distribution) confidence intervals for the mean phase velocity within
each wavelength interval. The upper and lower bound combined dis-
persion curves (indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 16a–c) correspond
to the upper/lower bound phase velocity CI values for each wavelength
interval. For inversion of the upper and lower bound curves, the shear
wave velocity profile obtained from the corresponding mean curve was
used as a starting profile for the trial-and-error search procedure. The
shear wave velocity profiles obtained by inverting the upper and lower
bound combined curves, respectively, are shown using dashed lines in
Fig. 16d–f. At wavelengths shorter than 20–25m, the confidence in-
tervals for the combined mean dispersion curves are very narrow
(Fig. 16a–c). Hence, the shear wave velocity estimates obtained from
the combined mean curves and the corresponding upper/lower bound
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curves were very consistent at shallow depth (Fig. 16d–f). For deeper
layers, the wider confidence intervals lead to more differences among
the shear wave velocity estimates. This is reflected by the coefficient of
variation (Eq. (7)) of the shear wave velocity values for each of the
layers, which ranged from 0.1–2.5% for the shallowest layers (i.e.
layers at depths less than approximately 5m) to 5.9–11.8% for the
deepest finite-thickness layer included in each profile.

8. Summary and conclusions

This paper presents a methodology for combining dispersion curves
that have been extracted from separate MASW dispersion images. The
combined experimental dispersion curve is obtained by grouping the
elementary dispersion curve data points together within loga spaced
wavelength intervals. Subsequently, the mean phase velocity within
each interval is used as a point estimate of the phase velocity of
Rayleigh wave components belonging to the given wavelength range.

Results of MASW field tests conducted at a silty sand test site were
used in order to demonstrate the performance and the robustness of the
methodology and for evaluation of the number of records and/or dif-
ferent measurement profile configurations needed to obtain a reliable
combined mean curve. In the study 24 geophones were used in all cases.
The uncertainty of the combined mean curves was evaluated, both by
using parametric statistics, assuming the normal distribution for the
dispersion curve data points within each wavelength interval, and by
the bootstrap. Moreover, the combined dispersion curves were com-
pared to curves extracted from stacked dispersion images. Finally, shear
wave velocity profiles obtained by inversion of the combined curves
were presented to further assess the effects of the different dispersion
curve combinations.

The results of the study indicate that combining multiple dispersion
curves that have been gathered by receiver spreads of different lengths
at the same site can both increase the maximum depth of the resulting
shear wave velocity profile and improve its resolution at shallow depth.
Moreover, combination of dispersion data from multiple measurements
can help compensate for segments of missing (or limited) data at certain
frequencies in individual dispersion images/dispersion curves. Use of a
short receiver spread (i.e. =dx 0.5 m) and a long receiver spread (i.e.

=dx 2.0 m) was sufficient for the silty sand site in this study and the
intended investigation depth (i.e. 20–30m). Visual comparison of sev-
eral dispersion images, acquired by using different measurement profile
parameters, can furthermore be essential in order to correctly identify
and separate the fundamental mode dispersion curve from overtones or
noise, which in some cases may be difficult to do based on a single
image. Hence, the use of several source offsets (i.e. three to four) for
each receiver spread length can help identification of the fundamental
mode trend. For each source offset, around four multichannel surface
wave records should be sufficient.

The number of extracted elementary dispersion curves, used for eva-
luation of the combined mean curve, has to be sufficient to provide a
number of, approximately evenly spaced, dispersion curve data points
within each wavelength interval. Present experience indicates that the
preferred number of data points within each interval is at least five to six,
though highly dependent on the interval length and the distribution of the
points within the interval. In general, an increased number of dispersion
curve data points (within each interval) results in a more precise point es-
timate of the mean phase velocity. The number and distribution of the
elementary dispersion curve data points in the longest wavelength (lowest
frequency) range is the main factor affecting the optimum number of wa-
velength intervals used for computation of the combined curve. The op-
timum value of the parameter a, which defines the wavelength intervals,
should be chosen after initial inspection of the available data. Present ex-
perience with applying the methodology indicates that log5/2 to log5 spaced
wavelength intervals are appropriate for most test sites (i.e. =a 2.5 to

=a 5.0 in Eq. (6)). The log3 or log4 spaced wavelength intervals (i.e.
=a 3.0 or =a 4.0) will be sufficient in many cases.

Identification and extraction of dispersion curves can be a time-
consuming and labour-intensive part of the MASW data processing. As
the number of dispersion curve data points, in general, decreases with
increasing wavelength, it can be of value to use a higher number of
elementary dispersion curves acquired by a longer measurement profile
(which should provide the longer wavelength wave components) than
by a shorter profile. Moreover, the number of dispersion curves that
have to be extracted can be somewhat reduced by stacking several
dispersion images, obtained by using the same (or very similar) mea-
surement profile configuration, prior to the (elementary) dispersion
curve extraction and the computation of the combined curve. The
stacked images can allow more confident dispersion curve extraction
and, in some cases, identification of the fundamental mode at higher
and/or lower frequencies than can be extracted from a single (un-
stacked) image. However, in other cases, the dispersion image stacking
might not be beneficial as parts of the high-amplitude bands can be
cancelled out.

By averaging the dispersion data post dispersion curve extraction,
the uncertainty of the combined mean curve estimate can be evaluated
and presented by a series of confidence intervals. This enables the
analyst to more rationally evaluate the quality of the dispersion data
and the combined mean dispersion curve. Furthermore, by inverting the
boundary dispersion curves resulting from the confidence interval
computations (and/or other combinations of the upper/lower bound
phase velocity CI values), the effects of the uncertainty associated with
the computation of the mean phase velocity values on the shear wave
velocity profile can be studied.

The confidence intervals for the mean phase velocity can, in most
cases, be estimated based on the standard error of the elementary dis-
persion curve data points (within each wavelength interval) by as-
suming the normal distribution for the sample data. The bootstrap is a
useful method for computation of confidence intervals for those wa-
velength intervals that contain a small number of data points, or in
cases where the normal assumption might not be valid. Comparison of
series of confidence intervals obtained for different combined mean
dispersion curves revealed that the parametric confidence intervals for
the mean phase velocity were, in general, in good agreement with the
bootstrap confidence intervals. In cases where the number of data
points was considerably lower than 10–12, the parametric confidence
intervals were, however, somewhat wider than those obtained by the
bootstrap.

Although the conclusions presented in this paper are only supported
by data from a single test site, the same trend and results can be found
in data gathered at a number of other sites. However, relatively similar
sand materials characterize the majority of these test sites. Therefore,
further measurements will be required in order to conclude about sites
characterized by other kinds of soil materials, e.g. fine-grained and/or
organic soils.
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